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Who to follow on Twitter?

Posted by Denise Harlow - 03 Jul 2012 08:21
_____________________________________

Want to follow great Community Action Tweeps? check these out and add your own to this tread. The
Twitterverse is a big place and we need your help in finding the best people and orgs to follow.

Here's a starting list:
@KACAP_KS
@Colorado_CAA
@VirtualCAP
@joshyoung02118
@ComActionKY
@CAFCA_INC
@OACAA
@CAPartnership
@NatTrainingCtr
@NCAFNews
@NASCSP
@CAP_CED
@HHSGov
@HeadStartgov
@NatlHeadStart
@npquarterly
Check out Your State or Regional Association
@CAAPNews
@CAPUtah
@NYSCAA
@AR_CAA
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@NECAPNews
============================================================================

Re: Who to follow on Twitter?

Posted by DianneDuncan Perrote - 10 Jul 2012 12:16
_____________________________________

Ok, the Twitter thing is COMPLETELY foreign to me. I would like to get connected to this resource
(distraction) At present I don't have the capability. It's going to take a huge investment, isn't it?
============================================================================

Re: Who to follow on Twitter?
Posted by Cashin Yiu - 10 Jul 2012 12:35

_____________________________________

Hi Dianne,

Twitter is not a big investment as far as startup time and effort. However you will have to find the balance
of your time going forward. You don't want to tweet once a week and have a dead, boring account. But
its easy to sit there half a day reading every one's cool tweets.

If you go to the Resource Bank of this site and search for Twitter we have a webinar that we teamed up
with a couple of State Association colleagues for (Thanks Jesyca and Josiah!). It's called Twitter 99:
When You're Not Ready for the 101. There should be a pdf of the slides and you can copy and paste a
weblink from the abstract that will take you to a recording. Maybe that will help you get some of the
basic ideas of Twitter without wasting too much time figuring it all out.
============================================================================

Re: Who to follow on Twitter?

Posted by DianneDuncan Perrote - 10 Jul 2012 13:47
_____________________________________

Great list! Thanks.
============================================================================
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